Always work with the machine in a horizontal position (seen sideways).

(Fig.: horizontal sweeping position)

As the brushes wear readjust the height of the rear axle to keep the machine horizontal. This optimises brush wear and performance.

(Fig.: Axis adjustment)

As brushes wear adjust the height of the flexible guard.

(Fig.: All-round protection adjusting screw)

**Important:** always allow 3 cm ground clearance, otherwise the flexible guard can be damaged.

(Fig.: Ground clearance (approx. 3 cm))

- Do not bump the brush holders while working with the machine. (e.g. on the curb).
- Change wire brushes with 30 mm remaining. Do not allow the brush holder to rub on the ground.
- When changing the wire brushes ensure the locking mechanism clicks into place.

(Fig.: Changing brush elements) (Fig.: Changing wire braids)

Failure to comply can lead to damage or consequential damage to the machine. In this case the warranty claim does not apply.